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Agenda
> Romania in the SEE region

» Domestic energy resources
» Cross – border transmission capabilities
» Electric market shares

> Principles of energy supply security
» Policy challenges

> National energy strategy
» Controversial strategy goals

> RES potential
» Wind energy prospects

> The investments’ problem
» Impact of credit and economic crises

> Power system adequacy forecast
» A potential strategy change.
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Romania in South – East European Region (2008)
> Significant primary energy resources
> 30% of regional power generation capacity

> Relatively balanced power generation mix: 
18% - nuclear
28% - hydro
15% - on natural gases
39% - on coal

> Sophisticated marketplace: BCM; Forward M; DAM; 
BM; SS M; C-B capacities M; Green certificates M

> Strong transmission network and interconnections.
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Domestic primary energy resources – 2007, 2015

Resource (mil. toe) 2007 2015
Coal 8.0 7.8

Natural gases 9.4 8.5

Oil 5.4 5.1

Hydro 1.4 1.6

Nuclear 1.4 5.7

Other fuels 3.0 4.0

Total 28.6 32.6

Prod./demand (%)

Source: SEN 2007

65.0 63.0
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Nominal Cross – Border Transmission Capabilities 
significantly exceed operational values

In / Out CB - NTCs



Market shares of power generators
Sem. 1, 2009 

(Monitoring report - ANRE)
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Basic principles of national policy of energy 
supply security, and…

> National sovereignty over primary energy resources

> Gradual reduction of import share in the energy mix

> Diversification of supply sources and of transportation routes

> Long term contracts for aquisition of natural gases and of 
domestic cole

> Stimulation of investments for exploration of natural gases

> Increase adequacy of the national power transmission grid.
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The two big and inter-related policy challenges 
> Replacement of existing fossil – fuel technology due 
to low cost – efficiency and non – observance of 
emissions norms

> Reaching investment – grade financial ratings for 
generating companies.

Generation prices:   [Euro/MWh]

Thermal power 
plants 

Current technology 
in Romania

New technology 
with or without 

CO2 capture
Lignite 35 – 40

70 - 75Hard coal 50 – 55
Natural gases 75 - 80 45 (?) 8J. Constantinescu



National Electricity Strategy 2007 – 2020 
(SEN 2007), and…

Power 
generation 
technology

Year 2007 Year 2020

TWh % TWh %

Nuclear 7.0 11.1 21.6 21.6  (23)

Coal/fuel oil 30.2 48.3 36.4 36.4  (40)

Natural gases 9.5 15.1 9.5 9.5  (10)

Hydro 16.0 25.5 18.5 18.5  (20)

AER … … 14.0 14.0  (15)

Total 62.7 100 100 100
(x) % in national demand
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A number of still controversial strategy goals with 
potential negative impact to supply security

> Overestimation of conventional coal generation (40% as 
per domestic consumption)

> Underestimation of hydro generation in the absence of a 
multi – service hydro strategy

> AER underestimated and insufficiently backed-up

> Absence of cogeneration and distributed generation 
strategies

> Massive export (8% of total generation). 10J. Constantinescu



RES potential (1)

Hydro sources -TWh

Utilization in 2008 Technical 
potential

Total 18.0 36.0 – 40.0 

Larger than 10 MW 17.3 32.2

Small hydro 0.7 4.0

Source: Hidroelectrica
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RES potential (2)
Alternative Energy Resources - TWh

AER Utilization in 
2005 Potential 

Biomass* 32.2 88.3

Geothermal 0.4 1.9 

Solar Reduced 17.9 
Heating ? 16.7
PV - 1.2

Wind Reduced 14.0 – 23.0

* Input fuel
Source: Rural Program
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Wind Energy prospects

> Requests for a capacity of 11,000 MW due to:
» revenue prices larger than 90 Euro / MWh

» available potential (14 - 23 GW)

> Transelectrica,
» agreed grid connection studies for 7263 MW

» planned 1500 MW in 2012 and 3000 MW in 2017

> CEZ is building largest European wind farm (600 MW, 240 units)
in Cogealac - Fantanele (Dobrogea)

> PS adequacy would require 0.7 WE down-rating if “desired 
probability” (DP) is 80%, or 0.6 WE if DP is 90%.
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Delays in direct investments due to changing 
restructuring and privatization policies, and…

2004: the most cost-efficient  fossil fuel PPs (Turceni and 
Rovinari) ready for privatization (EU sponsorship)

2005: privatization in the power sector put on hold

2008: privatization meant for the lowest cost – efficient 
PPs while a failed attempt to group Hidroelectrica, 
profitable power complexes and state-owned distributors 
in a state – owned dominant company 

2009: GOR looking to set up 2 “balanced” generators & 
coal suppliers, with 48% and 44% market shares, while 
private initiatives are locked up, except for a CCGT (860 
MW) and a wind farm (600 MW). 14J. Constantinescu



Additional impact of credit and economic crises

> Liquidity became low and expensive

> Increased cost of financing due to higher default swap
credits (CDS) for Romania and energy market 
uncertainties

> 4000 MW Greenfield projects put on hold: 
GDF-Suez (Constanta – 800 MW, coal; Borzesti – 400 
MW, gas); E.ON and Enel (Braila – 800 MW, coal); Alro 
(Turnu Magurele – 900 MW, coal); Energy Holding 
(Sardanesti – 700 MW, coal); CEZ (Galati – 400 MW, 
gas); etc.
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UCTE - System Adequacy Forecast 2009 – 2020

Remaining Capacity (RC): difference between Available 
Generation Capacity (AGC) and load at 3 Reference Time 
Points in a year

Reliably AGC is app. 65% in Romania due to many 
uncertainties: decommissioning of power units; wind 
power; CO2 policy; nuclear program etc. 

Adequacy Reference Margin (ARM) is equal to Spare 
Capacity (5%) plus the Margin against Peak Load

> In the conservative scenario,
RC is less than ARM during 2010 – 2011 and after 2015.
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Room for strategy changes (2020)
%
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Conclusions

> Romania has significant and balanced energy 
resources, a power network with excess capacity, a 
sophisticated electric market

> Current supply security policy is facing two challenges 
as regards PS adequacy:

»Replacement of existing fossil – fuel technology
»Reaching investment – grade financial ratings for 
generating companies

> Some strategy goals are still controversial: orientation 
towards conventional coal with insufficient focus on 
clean and renewable technology.
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